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STATExMSNT OF THE PROBLEM
THE PROBLEM. It has been the purpose of this study to submit
to the Board of Foreign Missions to India a set of basic recom-
mendations for the organisation and administration of a depart-
ment of Audio-Visual Education at the Forman Christian College,
Lahore
.
SCOPE OF STUDY. A broad comprehensive study of some of the
well-established audio-visual aids departments of Greater Boston
has been made to discover the present use of audio-visual aids,
the equipment available, the building facilities necessary, the
system of distribution used, the provision for maintenance and
repair work, the promotional and in-service training prograinmes
and the duties of a director of an audio-visual education de-
partment .
DELIMITATION OF TEE PROBLEM. Limitations of time and space
prevent the presentation of everything that might be written on
the broad subject of audio-visual education for a department of
audio-visual education in Lahore. The report planned has been
confined to the present use of projection and auditory aids,
the physical facilities available for the utilisation of these
devices, and the administrative processes involved.
The permanent available and supplementary auditory
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2bulletin boards, object specimens, excursions, blackboards and
flat pictures in current use in the schools, and which have
played an important part in teaching for centuries, though
valuable and indispensable, have not been Included in the study.
The Nature of Audio-Visual Education
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS are "supplementary devices which the teacher,
through the utilisation of more than one sensory channel, helps
to clarify, establish and correlate accurate concepts, inter-
pretations and appreciations."
According to Dorris,
Visual aids - photographs, models, exhibits, charts,
graphs, maps, stereographs, slides, and motion pic-
tures are educational tools to be used at the psy-
chological time; - to solve a problem, to interpret
or enrich the text or to stimulate interest in new g
subject matter - to meet individual or group needs,
thus overcoming "verbalism by providing systematically a rich
and varied background of experience, through which children are
„3guided to useful and meaningful verbal generalisations.
THE STATUS AND IMPORTANCE of an Audio-Visual Education depart-
ment of instruction is to select, evaluate and purchase audlo-
1 Harry C. Mchown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual
Aids to Instruction
,




2 Anna Verona Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public
Schools
,
Boston; Ginn and Co ."j 1928
. p . 38 .
3 Paul Reed, Using Audio-Visual Maberials with Chil -
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3visual materials; to circulate and distribute them; to plan
educational information as a teacher-training bureau; to in-
tegrate them into the curriculum and to provide for their
storage and maintenance.
TEE DIRECTOR Of the Audio-Visual Education department is the
person responsible for the organisation, administration, and
supervision of the audio-visual education departm.ent
.
The Plan of the Study
A survey, based upon a preliminary study of available
material from books, periodicals and other literature pertinent
to audio-visual education, of sixteen of the well-established
central audio-visual departments in the area of Greater Boston
was made. A questionnaire on the present use of projection and
auditory aids, the physical facilities available for the utili-
sation of these devices, and the administrative processes in-
volved was sent to each department. As a check, the question-
naire v/as followed by a visit to the department.
The questionnaire was the basic tool of the survey.
The results were used to formulate a skeleton plan to organise
and administer a department of Audio-Visual education for Forman
Christian College, Lahore, Indie. This study may serve to
assist others making a similar study in tov/ns or cities with
similar local conditions, and to stimulate other school systems
to develop intelligent functional programmes of audio-visual
education that contribute to the growth of the children and the
professional tools of the teacher in India.
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CHAPT'^R II
A REVIE^V OP THE BACKGROUND OP TEE PROBLEM
General Summary of the Use of Audio-Visual Aids
Audio-visual instruction permeates all instruction.
It seeks to replace inefficient elements with those shovm hy
experience to be more effective. It is part of the teaching
method designed to aid in the presentation of materials: knowl
edge, ideas, concepts. It has been used as a vehicle of in-
struction from the beginning of time. In formalised education
visual aids have been used for centuries. Sands, boards, and
slate were the predecessors of the modern blackboard; real ob-
jects and specimens were used to illustrate and inform. At-
tempts to make education realistic, to emphasise the value of
aids as a means of enriching the learning experiences, of en-
livening and simplifying the learning process, of the broaden-
ing of experiences individually and socially, has been a part
of the teaching method for centuries. The current v/ldespread
interest in the use of objective aids to instruction is an out-
growth of seventeenth century sense realism, which is related
to education by such men as Johann Amos Gcmenius through "Crbus
Pictus,” Jean Jacques Rousseau through ‘VEinile," Johann Heinrich
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5The Dutch scholar hrasmus combatted verbalism by
advocating certain new ideas that children should
be acquainted v/ith familiar objects and animals
through Informal methods; stories, pictures, games
and objective teaching, rather than mere memory.^
Various sensory experiences of accuracy and vivid imagery would
accompany the learning thus building concepts and a superstruc-
ture of ideas and content.
Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Froebel criticised
the barren memorisation programme of the formal education and
’’suggested that schools pay greater attention to the interests
of the child.” Comenius prepared the first visualised text-
book, ’’Orbus Rictus," and illustrative materials for improved
instruction, so that schools could provide real life experiences
not readily available to pupils in their homes.
A century later, Fiousseau through his book, "Emile,”
advocated that children should learn directly from nature.
"Make your child attentive to natural phenomena and you will
soon make him curious."
Pestalozzi, aware that formal education and verbalism
would not improve the wretched living conditions of the peasants
of his native land, advocated teaching by the method of sense
perception. In his novel Gertrude uses the object method to
teach her children.
V,hat Pestalozzi tried most of all to do was to get
children to use their senses end their minds, to
1 Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, X'he
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look carefully, to count, to observe forms, to get
by means of tneir five senses clear impressions and
ideas as tc objects and life in the world about them
and to think over what they had seen and be able to
ansY^er his questions because they had observed care-
fully and reasoned clearly.^
About two centuries ago, the people, teachers and
children were encouraged to use the collections at the British
huseum. For mere symbolism learning was found to be useless
verbalism. Though it was an Important method of imparting in-
formation, of conveying ideas, it was not possible to cope
successfully with reality on the indirect s 3mibolic level with-
out the experience on the direct level. The meaning of things
depended largely on the experience and the apperceptive mass of
the learner.
The Introduction of the study of natural objects in
place of words and conversation about what was seen and studied,
instead of parrot-like reproduction of the words of a book, has
revolutionised both the methods and the subject matter of in-
struction .
Experimental Evidence with Types of Audio-Visual Aids
From preliminary studies and some experimenting which
has been done and is being done on a scientific basis, with the
various types of visual aids in the various subject fields, it
is becoming increasingly certain that audio-visual aids merit
a definite place in the educational scheme. Among the early
1 E.P. Cubberley, Public Education in the United
States
,
Houghtcn Mifflin Co., Boston, 1934. p. 390.
i
7pioneers In this field, Lewerenz^ attempted to evaluate flat
pictures as a teaching aid. An experiment was made on 359
children in the eighth-grades of several junior high schools.
The medium of intelligence of the entire group of clilldren was
107. Sixteen units of eight pictures each of photographic
stills from the motion picture, "Columbus,” each accompanied
v/ith a brief historical description giving the necessary facts,
were shov/n to the children. They were allowed to look at the
pictures as long as they wished and then were given a 101 true-
false item test to find out hov/ much they had learned. The
author found that (1) the pictures made a possible gain of 15
per cent in knowledge, (2) children of less than average intel-
ligence profited more than those of higher intelligence.
2
Lawson attempted to measure over a period of twelve
weeks, with an eighth-grade class of thirty-six pupils, the dif-
ferences in the value of teaching history by the recitation
textbook method and the visualised recitation method using the
textbook more as a lesson guide. Visual materials consisted of
slides, pictures, photographs. The pupils were divided into
two groups, on the basis of general ability and Intelligence and
taught by the same teacher. For the first six weeks one class
1 Alfred S. Lewerenz, Some Results of a Visual Educa-
cation Lesson in Junior High School Social Studies Taught with
the Aid of Flat Pictures. Los Angeles Educational Research
Bulletin November, 1929. pp . 4-16.
2 Oliver G. Lawson, An Experimental Stud;? of Visual
Methods in the Teaching of Eighth-Grade History. Unpublished
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studied history by means of visual aids, while the other class
had the same lesson without visual aids. During the second six
weeks the methods were reversed. Every two weeks the same tests
were given to both classes. At the end of the first six weeks
the visual group scored about 8 per cent higher than the non-
visual group. At the end of the second six weeks the visual
group again scored about 8 per cent higher. V/ith the exception
of one, every member of the visual group, at the end of the
second six weeks received a higher score than the average score
of the non-visual group.
>
Steiner^ experimented on three groups of fifteen
third -grade pupils, each using three methods of instruction.
Group one was the control group and had the regular reading ac-
tivity; group two was taught by the regular method plus flash
cards; group three was taught by the regular teaching methods
plus lantern slides containing the same material as the flash
cards. Four reading tests, two homemade and two standardised,
were used to measure the progress made by each group. The re-
sults showed that the two groups with the flash cards and
lantern slides made greater gains in comprehension and rate
than the class taught by the regular methods.
2
Weber made a comparison of the progress of pupils
1 M.A. Steiner, An
and Prepared Lantern Slides .
Journal 5, May- June, 1928.
Experiment in the Use of Flash Card
Univ. of Pittsburgh School of Ed.,
3
pp. 103-111.
2 J.J. Weber, Picture Values in Education . Educational
Screen - Chicago Press, Inc., 1923. pp . 53-83.
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taught orally with that of the pupils who were taught with a
combination of an oral presentation and stereographs. The sub-
jects were twenty pupils of the eleventh-grade and sixteen col-
lege students. Comparisons were also made between oral instruc-
tion alone and oral instruction with lantern slides. The sub-
jects were seventy-six pupils from the third to the sixth grades
The lessons in each case were five minutes in length. The
average gain was 7 per cent higher when the oral method was com-
bined with the stereographs, and 8 per cent higher for the visu-
al difference. Lantern slides combined with verbal instruction
were more profitable than verbal instruction combined with
stereoscopes
.
Experimental Evidence of the Use of Audio-Visual
Aids in Subject Areas
More recent experimental evidence shows that audio-
visual aids, particularly motion pictures, develop learning in
certain fields better than other tools of teaching. An evalua-
tion of effectiveness of aids in education as shown by research
is pertinent bo this study.
Wood and Freeman^ made a study of the contribution
made by twenty teaching films bo the regular classroom work in
the fields of geography and general science. During the months -
February to i^ay, 11,000 children were given instruction. By
1 Ben D. Wood and Frank N. Freeman, Motion Pictures in
the Classroom
,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1929. p. 592.
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means of objective and essay tests, outcomes of the classes in
which the films were a regular part of the instruction and
those classes which did not have the advantage of this device,
were measured and compared. In both the objective and the essay
tests, statistical evidence from the experiment showed that the
experimental groups gained more than those that were taught by
the usual method. Questionnaires circulated among the teachers
revealed an overwhelming opinion to the effect that the films
were highly effective in arousing Interest and improving the
project work, classroom discussion, and writing.
Knowlton and Tilton^ measured the contribution of
photographs to the enrichment, retention and creation of in-
terest, in the use of ten historical films - dramas setting
forth important developments in American History progress. A
test along four lines, in knowledge of time, in knowledge of
historical geography, in knowledge of persons, in knowledge of
the interaction of events, to measure the progress made, was
given the 521 pupils of the seventh-grade, v/ho had been divided
into sections of approximately thirty-five pupils each for the
experiment. Six sections had formed the control groups and six
sections the experimental groups. From the test results, the
author concluded that the ten photoplays used increased the
learning of the pupils about 20 per cent; that they were helpful
in teaching the interrelationships between events and forces;
1 Daniel C. Knowlton and J. 7<arren Tilton, Motion
Pictures in History Teaching
,
Yale University Press, Hew Haven,
Connecticut, 1929. p. 182.
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that the retention of facts of the experimental group, tasted
again three months after the experiment, was 20 per cent great-
er then that of the controlled group. The photoplays increased
noticeably the amount of participation in classroom discussion.
Weber^ studied and measured the comparative effective-
ness of some visual aids in seventh-grade instruction of geo-
graphy. Five hundred pupils of the seventh-grade were classi-
fied into three groups for the experiment. There were one non-
film and two film groups. In the non-fiLa group the lesson
consisted of a twenty-five minute lecture which was followed by
a reviev; period. In the two film groups, the lesson consisted
of a twenty-five minute lecture and the showing of a film for
twelve minutes . In the first film group, the film was shown
first and the lecture followed the showing of the film. In the
second film group, the lecture preceded the showing of the film
In all cases the same teacher gave the lecture. In all cases
the same lecture on a relatively foreign topic, "The Country of
the Mahrattas and Other Scenes," was given in th® first unit;
Chinese scenes in the second unit, and "Japan - The Industrious
in the third unit. Some of the pertinent results of the study
were: (1) by the use of the film there was an increase in the
learning effectiveness, (2) pictures should precede a lesson
when the subject matter is relatively foreign to the learners,
1 Joseph J. Weber, The Comparative 3ff ecti veness of
Some Visual Aids in Seventh-C-rade Instruction
,
The Educational
Screen, Inc., Cliicago, 1922. p. 17.
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(3) motion pictures as a means of visual aid instruction was
preferred by the experimental group.
Rulon^ measured the educational effectiveness of
sound motion pictures in the teaching of general science in the
ninth-grade, A total of 2860 children were divided into three
groups rather evenly balanced as to mental ability, previous
general science achievement and chronological age. With the
second group the text was supplemented by films. The children
of the third group did not receive any instruction. Tests
proved that the teaching teciinique employing the motion picture
film was 20 per cent more effective from the standpoint than the
usual unaided presentation. Tests given three and one-half
months after the experiment was concluded, shewed a 38 per cent
greater retention by the film group over those taught by the
usual method.
2Charters and others made an extensive investigation
to study the social influence of the motion pictures upon a
number of children. The study was along the lines of the in-
fluence on sleep, the gains in general information and the
nature of the content of the current motion picture seen. The
conclusions of the investigation v/ere that the motion picture
1 Phillip J, Rulon, The Sound Pictures in Science
Teaching
,
Harvard Studies in Education, Vol. 20, Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1935. p. 236.
2 V/.W, Charters, Motion Pictures and Youth; A Summary
Mac^willan and Company, New York, 1933. p. 66.
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is a potent medium of education^ the content of current pictures
is not good for children; and the picture situation is compli-
cated hy the influence, not of the school, hut of the home, the






The educational film can perform a definite
function in reducing the tendency to make inaccurate
statements and to include unnecessary facts. It in-
creases the fund of correct information in the learn-
ing of certain types and as it does so, perhaps re-
duces the need on the pert of the child, of making
unnecessary or wrong statements in his efforts to
know something. It giyes definite and clearcut in-
formation of a certain type, and in doing so, corrects
misconceptions which the child may have acquired.
Research in the Field of Administration and Organisation
Thus, for several years various schools have been us-
ing visual materials, such as stereographs, slides, films, the
i
radio and transcriptions, along with the older types of visual
aids in the various subject fields of education. But the ma-
terial is too often Ineffectively used by teachers and princi-
pals, who have not thought seriously of the tctal needs and
uses. There is a grov/ing desire on the part of many to see the
work organised, guided and encouraged. If values of audio-
visual aids are to be comparable to those in the experiments
reviewed above, we must recognise the importance of the depart-
ment of audio-visual education.
1 Helen Cadwell Davis, Specific Values of Educational
Films Used as Supplementary Aids in Instruction . Unpublished
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1. Poesy^ concludes after much investigation and
classroom utilisation of audio-visual aids, that effective use
of audio-visual aids necessitates good administration and re-
commends the appointment of a director, for "Central organisa-
tion for the administration of a department of visual instruc-
tion in a city school system," a director is necessary.
p
DB-le says.
Someone must see that films are ordered, that
equipment is kept in order, that projectionists are
trained, that film catalogs are easily available,
that guides are developed for the film recordings
used, that photographic materials are prepared, that
proper arrangements are made for field trips.
Cne person must be the co-ordinator in this field.
After much study of the most Important audio-visual
aids with the department that was organised for their utilisa-
tion, Rumbo comes to a conclusion that supports the others.
"They demand that some separate department and di-
rector be set aside for the purpose of managing and using the
aids."
The initial step, for the organisation and supervision
of the department, should be the appointment of a director.
1 Lucy Alice foesy. The Cr2_anisat ion and Administratio
of a Visual Aids Department in a City School System . Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, The University of Texas, Austin, l938. p. 105
2 Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching . The
Dryden Press, New York. p. 471.
1
3 Benton Byron Rumbo, 'The Visual Aid Department Or -
ganised and the Aids Evaluated . Unpublished Master’s Thesis,
East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce, Texas, 1940.
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2. Research in the field of administration is agreed
that investigation and selection of available materials for
adequate equipment for teaching is a primary task of a director.
Seaton,^ after a country-wide survey?-, comments that equipment
and materials that are the minimum goal should be:
1) one 15 mm. sound projector for every 200 students
2) one filmstrip projector for every 200 students
o) one 2 " x 2” projector for every 400 students
4) one x 41" projector for every 400 students
5) one set of 35 stereoscopes for every 400 students
6) one opaque projector for every school
7) one table-type radio for every classroom
8) one two-speed portable with 15" transcription
player (complete v^ith speaker for every 200 student
9) one microphone for use with playback or projector
for each school
10) 4 X 3 ft
.
glassbeaded wall-type screen or suitable
projection screen for each classroom
11) one portable recording machine
12) one tape recorder (or wire or disc)
13) one Public Address system





3. A thorough analysis of the physical facilities
available for the utilisation of audio-visual aids is of prime
Importance. Adequate preparation of building facilities is
essential for the successful use of audio-visual aids in any
educational programme. Falling the ideal arrangement, v/hereby
p
each classroom is fully equipped for audio-visual elds, Seaton
recommends one room in each section of the school, e.g., Home
1 Helen Hardt Seaton, A Measure for Audio-Visual Pro -
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Economics, Science, Social Studies, Business Education, etc.,
be fully equipped for the use of audio-visual aids as a tempo-
rary measure.
A summary of McKenna's^ recommendations for the ini-
tial stage are:
I. 1) Selection of a classroom with the best darken-
ing facilities, to function as a centre in each
existing school building, for the utilisation
of teaching aids, keeping in mind, first, its
adaptability and second, its availability.
2) Electrical facilities: electric outlets and
electrical switches and lights should be normal
sufficient, convenient and practical.
3) Capacity of the classroom should be a minimum
of thirty pupils.
4) Acoustics should be controllable, if necessary,
when sound devices are employed.
5) Ventilation facilities, in provision of windows
and portable exhaust fans, must be adequate.
3) Heating equipment entails the two essentials:
a sufficient output to insure comfort and no
interference by reason of the mechanical
features of the heating system.
1 W.J. McKenna, Proposed Plan for the Organ! gat ion of
a Department of Audio-Visual Education of Cumberland . Service
paper, 1946, in partial fulfilment of M.Ed. pp. 47-53.
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II. Storage and working space should be set apart for
materials and equipment when not in use, to pre-
vent improper handling and misuse by persons un-
skilled in their use. A few of the essentials
that warrant attention are:
1) locker or closet space for all projection equip-
ment
,
2) drawer space for the safe-keeping of models,
specimens, etc.,
3) filing cabinets for the keeping of flat pictures
,
4) suitable cabinets for the protection of lantern
and 2”x2" slides,
5) a working area for construction of materials
and equipment
.
III. Preview Room - for the evaluation of films.
4. I’l/'hole -hearted and enthusiastic recognition and
the ability to use them judiciously and effectively are indis-
pensable. Audio-visual aids are a comparatively new problem in
education. For effective handling and optimum use of these
aids, it is essential to give the teachers an opportunity to
acquaint themselves with these new methods. Tools lose their
effectiveness if the purpose for which they are used is not
commensurate with the skill of manipulating them. Provision
for promotional and in-service training for evaluation and for
manipulation of equipment is an all-important supervisory task
of the audio-visual director.
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Rumbo,^ as a result of his study concludes,
"Teachers play a large part in the success of the de-
partment by adequately preparing themselves to understand and
use visual aids."
"Teachers should be able to evaluate the different
types of aids and how they may be adequately operated to gain
the greatest results."
2Poesy supports him with the conclusion;
"The literature and the practices indicate that the
pre-service or in-service of teachers require training, if the
supplementary devices in teaching are to be used proficiently."
In her survey Seaton^ finds,
"An active in-service training service for student
operators has been universally successful." She recommends the
promotional and in-service training programme for (1) individual
schools, (2) departments of visual education, and (3) student
clubs to be of two kinds training in;
1) mechanical - operating the projectors, machines, etc.
2) Informational - effective use of aids in teaching,
and provision for informational materials and
meetings, demonstrations, institutes, etc.
Regarding promotional activities, she says.
Handling the mechanics of distribution is the
merest fraction of the duties to be discharged.




2 Poesy, op. cit
. p. 107.
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Advisory and supervisory functions do not complete
the picture; leadership implemented with the best
tools of salesmanship is essential at this stage of
the visual education movement. Public relations is
just as much the concern of the director as selection
and purchase of visual materials.
The principal, if interested, will co-operate. The teachers,
if interested, will co-operate. The community of P.T.A.'s,
clubs, home groups, church groups, newspaper agencies and indi-
vidual citizens, if shown pictorial weekly reports in the local
newspaper, or receive pictorial annual reports and prospectus
and see their children in school work, through film strips,
slides, movies, will become interested and co-operate.
5. Equipping all schools in any one system, town,
city or state, is an extremely expensive proposition to tackle.
But good things cost money, and we need good things
in our schools if v/e ere going to meet the demands
which education is assuming in our contemporary so-
ciety. We must plan for their use through orderly
financial planning. No longer can we rely merely
on gifts, on allotments, or gratuities from interest-
ed organisations outside the school. We must ack-
nowledge first, as last, that the new tools of in-
struction are necessary to doing business in our
schools. Thus provision for the new tools must be
made part of going educational budget procedure.
Limited budgets, if any, are at the root of a great many of the
difficulties now standing in the way of full development and
long range planning of audio-visual aids. Adequate funds for
darkening facilities, for availability of projectors and films
on a rental basis for purchase, transport expenses, salaries
and office necessities, would mean improved and expanded use of
these aids. A summary of the conclusions made by Seaton^ after
1 Ibid., p. 25.
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her survey of the financial aspects of the visual aids depart-
ments visited, echoes the conclusions of others who have done
research and study in this field;
1) An annual appropriation from the School Board
should be made. It should be in terms of a fair share in ratio
of the contributions of the audio-visual programrnB. to the total
programme for;
a) adequate assistant staff salaries
b) purchase of material and printed matter
c) purchase of equipment
d) maintenance of equipment and materials
e) planned programme of equipping existing build-
ings, of building new ones.
2) Allotments in proper relation from other depart-
ments, from their appropriations, for additional purchases in
audio-visual aids for use in their specialized fields.
3) The director's salary comes under teachers' salary
appropriation
.
4) State departments of education devise a plan where-
by expense of all departments may be equalised and local funds
for audio-visual aids be matched on a basis similar to that
used for maps and textbooks.
6. Distribution, maintenance and repair are Important
elements in securing effective use of films, slides, projectors
and other equipment in a good programme. A dependable, regular
delivery service (supplemented by facilities for special de-

21
liveries when necessary) is a necessity and must be provided.
Delay, irregularity and inefficiency on the part of the central
distributing agency have discouraged teachers from further at-
tempts to use these aids. Materials and equipment may be dis-
tributed from the central department of teaching aids on a:
a) weekly basis - Monday to Friday
b) daily basis
c) circulating library basis - a month at a time.
This regular system of distribution and of collecting
the materials and equipment may be accomplished by:
a) mail orders^
p
b) by the director in his car
c) the janitor or man distributing the school supplies
in his truck
d) a hired high school boy with a car.
Maintenance and Repair of Equipment
Good equipment is an absolute necessity in a good
audio-visual programme. ''Equipment needs regular servicing. A
minor repair today will prevent major repairs tomorrow."'^ Re-
1 Ibid
., p. 15.
2 x^.V. Mulligan, Audio-Visual Education in the Revere





3 Using Audio-Visual Materials with Children
,
Bulletin
of the Assoc, for Childhood Education, Washington, p. 32.
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sponsibility for handling the machine in operation, for oiling
and cleaning, for keeping spare parts; belts, lamps, extra
cords and slicing equipment should be placed under one head -
a competent person to operate and to service it. These acti-
vities may be handled by the director himself, or by a competent
technician or by a capable engineer in a firm for such pur-
poses
In terms of the wide field of audio-visual education,
of the progress and lack of progress of these aids, the factors
for their successful use are:
1) appointment of a director and the organisation of
a department of audio-visual aids;
2) adequate materials and equipment and their integra-
tion into the school programme;
3) adequate physical facilities for optimal use,
storage and construction of new materials;
4) promotional and in-service training of teachers and
students
;
5) adequate financial support;
3) effeclent distribution, maintenance and repair.
Restatement of the Problem
In view of the previous research, the problem is still
to propose a plan for the organisation and’ administration of a
department of audio-visual education at the Forman Christian
College, Lahore, India.
1 Mulligan. OP. clt.. n. 28.
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AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS AND EDUCAI ION
A new social order is in the making in Free India.
The shifting from an aristocratic to a democratic level, the
increasing development of industries, the growth of towns, the
gradual rise in the standard of living and the realisation that
democracy alone will make freedom work, makes life for the in-
dividual more complex. Education is the principal instrument
for changing the minds, the hearts and the behaviour of men.
....the ideal of democracy can become functional
and practical only if most people (1) are capable of
intelligent behaviour, (2) think as much of their
fellowmen as they do of themselves and (3) are usually
disposed toward somewhat the same line of action when
fully Informed concerning the facts and circumstances
of a specific situation.^
Education must make clear the meaning of democracy
and freedom, must present a realistic understanding of the
world in which man lives.
From the beginning of our history, the education
of all people has been recognised as fundamental to
the maintenance and improvement of our democracy.
The earlier concept of universal education was based
upon recognition of the necessity for literacy. It
was argued and properly, that men and women responsi-
ble for their own government must be able to read and
consider Intelligently the problems which confronted them.
1 Roy C. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching . Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1940. p. 29.
2 Hollis L. Caswell, Education in the Elementary Schoo l.
Am, Book Co., 1942. Editorial intro, by George D. Strayer, p. v.i
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The earlier concept of the necessity for literacy, for
knowledge alone, is no longer considered the end and aim of edu-
cation, Commercial and professional complexities have brought
a new demand. The achievement of economic efficiency in a
complex world, a willingness and ability to accept civic re-
sponsibility, a complete realisation of the whole self and the
development of worthy human relationships are today acknov; lodged
as the primary purposes of education.
Education is no longer the relatively simple and
leisurely process of a century ago. The amount of
human knowledge has increased beyond the learning ca-
pacity of any one person. No individual lifebime can
span more then a small part of the accumulated wisdom
of the world. To complicate the situation further,
our funded knowledge is almost unlimited in its rami-
fications and implications and no one human mind has
the necessary versatility to comprehend it all.^
An extensive reorganisation of the schools to meet
these needs in a complex world becomes apparent. A reorganisa-
tion of philosophy and content developing right attitudes and
behaviour that democracy means respect for the worth and digni-
ty, for the prosperity, and the well-being of all human beings.
A reorganisation of method, for education by book and lecture
has long ceased to compete seriously v/ith the great forces of
modern communication and complexity of problems.
Therefore good communication, efficient teaching pro-
cesses and more effective learning implements for translating
vicarious experience as nearly as possible into reality must
1 M.R. Brunstetter, How to Use the Educational Sound
Film . The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1937. p. v.
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be provided in our schools.
By the trial and error procedure, schoolsmust slowly,
in view of local needs, adopt and adapt discoveries and inven-
tions of others, or create devices of their ov/n to present ab-
stract symbols and make a reality of a scientific and complex
world.
Many of the child's school experiences are vague,
lacking differentiation and having little sense of reality.
The more nearly the school experiences approach direct experi-
ences, the more interaction there will be between the school
and other social environments of the child, and these latter
thus will become the living curriculum material.
This is made clear by Billett.^
To the improvement of teaching and learning situations
in the secondary schools, auditory and visual aids can
make two major contributions. First, they can increase
immensely the range and diversity of the experiences
of all pupils in the classroom-laboratory. They can
make not only the world, but sizable portions of the
universe, part of the pupil’s classroom-laboratory en-
vironment. Second, certain auditory and visual aids
can increase immensely the educative growth achleve-
able by pupils of less-than-average general intelli-
gence of academic aptitude. These pupils have more-
than-avera.ge difficulty with symbolism, the difficulty
increasing with decrease in academic aptitude and with
increase in the degree of abstractness of the symbol-
ism. Many forms of auditory and visual aids provide
vicarious experience with a minimum of abstractness.
Through the wise use of such aids, pupils of less-
than-average academic aptitude will be able to develop
concepts and resultant Ideals, attitudes and appreci-
ations of kind and degree, otherwise impossible, with-
in the limits set by time, classroom environment and
native aptitude.
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The richer the background of the child, the more re-
sourceful he will be in his own creations. The use of film,
filmstrips, pamphlets, radio, recordings, scripts, models and
other audio-visual aids for educational purposes have impelled
educators to accept them as vital tools of education. That
value of visual data v/hich educators have taken for granted for
many years has brought a new emphasis in education, that of the
use of the mechanical representations of reality when immediate
sensory contact with reality are not possible.
To accomplish these new demands with economy and ef-
ficiency, we are obliged to develop the new and more effective
approach which will be a never-failing source of inspiration
to each child - that of teaching by audio-visual instruction.
Audio-visual aids, wisely selected and intelli-
gently used, arouse and develop intense and beneficial
interest and so motivate the pupil's learning, and
properly motivated learning means improved attitudes,
permanency of impressions, enriched experience and
ultimately, more wholesome living.^
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History of Audio-Visual Aids in India
The radio and the motion picture are fast becoming
main channels of spreading ideas and information across the
v/orld. In India, educationalists are convinced that spreading
literacy, promoting better personal and community well-being
and health, learning through direct and vicarious experiences,
are a necessity.
Under the auspices of the National Christian Council,
committees were established on audio-visual aids for education.
A swrles of conferences, institutes and v/orkshops were held.
The first was held in May, 1946, at Landour, Mussooree, India.
A series of institutes to carry audio-visual aids to the schools
during the winter season was organised. The Camera Club was
established and an official bulletin, "Camera Clip" edited.
In December, 1946, a second Institute was held at
Lucknov;, India, emphasising the use of available audio-visual
materials and equipment.
In may, 1947, the third Institute was held at Landour
with 105 delegates from more than forty stations in India. In
a comprehensive three-day programme, equipment, materials , books
and film exhibit made an amazing display and revealed the grov/-
ing resources in India for educational work of this type.
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In February, 1948, a commission of three men. Dr. S.
Franklin Mack, Rev. Srerett C. Parker and Engineer Niklaus Haug-
mann were sent to India and other parts of the world by the
Board of Foreign Missions to study the future of audio-visual
aids in India. After a survey of the possibilities of audio-
visual aids, they are of the opinion (in their report) that:
Governments everywhere are alert to the need for mass
education and are v/illing to accept it from any politically
disinterested source. They know that mass education is the
only way to make people literate in a hurry. If foreign mis-
sions can lead the way to the development of these methods,
they will be welcomed with open arms by any Asiatic government.
They advocate the training of teams of nationals in
radio and audio-visual techniques for better education through
these aids. In most places in India, audio-visual aids are un-
heard of. In a few schools, due to vital leadership and enthu-
siasm of some one person, they are used in entertainment form.
In exceptional schools in a small measure they are a vital part
of the teaching programme.
Restatement of the problem ; In view of this need the
problem is still to propose a plan for the organisation and
administration of a department of audio-visual education at the
Forman Christian College, Lahore, India.
The Forman Christian College will serve as a distri-
buting centre^ for Rang Mahal, Forman Girls, Lucie Earrison
1 Appendix
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Girls, Cathedral, and Raiwind High Schools of Lahore. The -t'resl-
dent is keen on the establishment of a central department and
is willing to accommodate conferences, in-service training
schemes and such. The college being near Lahore is easily ac-
cessible .
A questionnaire^ was used in this study. One ques-
tionnaire was sent to each of sixteen schools with well-estab-
lished departments of audio-visual education in the Greater
Boston area.
The questions were grouped into categories under the
follov/ing main headings in the questionnaire:
1. Personnel of audio-visual departments
2. Equipment inventory of audio-visual departments
3. Physical facilities of audio-visual departments
4. In-Service Training and promotional programmes
5. Financial aspects of audio-visual departments
6. Distribution, maintenance and repair of audio-
visual departments.
Four of the sixteen replies were not returned which
reduced the scope of the investigation. Most of the question-
naires returned showed careful consideration of all items.
It was found that all these schools were very audio-
visual conscious and teaching aids were being used as extensive-
ly as the limited budget and supply of materials would permit.
1 Ibid.
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Enriched learning, interest on the part of the school and the
community, and a realisation that the traditional classroom is
being transformed into a modern classroom laboratory in which
teaching aids are a necessity, was evident.
A tabulation of the answers to each item on the
questionnaire was made. The remainder of this study is devoted
to reporting the results of the tabulation and to analyzing
these results for the purpose of formulating a plan for the
organisation and administration of a department of eudid-visual
aids at -torman Christian College, Lahore.
Personnel
The superintendent and committee of teachers and mem-
bers of the administrative staff of all the schools in Lahore,
in view of this survey of the schools in Greater Boston, and
the need in India, will make the decision to incorporate a
central audio-visual department into the city schools organisa-
tion .
Having Investigated the educational and financial
possibilities of an audio-visual programme, it will appoint a
full-time teacher to organise and administer the department.
This person v/ill be called the director. He will have a posi-
tion co-ordinate with other members of the supervisory staff.
He will be chosen for imagination, ingenuity, and vital leader-
ship ,
Dorris^ specifies the qualifications of the director
1 Dorris, op. clt., pp. 539-591.
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of an audio-visual department as;
1. "....a director must be a scholar with a broad
knowledse of the fundamental principles of modern
education. Ee must know subject matter and the
technique of teaching."
2. He should possess, "Extensive teaching knowledge,
and if possible, actual experience in the grades
and high school...."
3. Ke should have "Supervisory experience, since
teachers often must be trained to use visual ma-
terials effectively...."
4. "A reasonable amoimt of business ability seems
necessary."
5. "A thorough knowledge of the problem of visual
instruction is essential. This qualification is
of paramount Importance."
6. He "must have the happy faculty of knowing how to
co-operate with both supervisors and teachers....
be extremely tactful and work slowly and humbly..,
endeavour to Inspire interest ... .offer suggestionc
....but never dictate."
In the interviews with the directors of the school
systems of Greater Boston surveyed, these specific qualifica-
tions were evident to a greater or lesser degree. 'Nhere they
were lacking, there was a definite effort to supplement with
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function of the department depended in the initial stages of the
programme on the director.
Therefore the director of the audio-visual central
department at Forman Christian College will be free to call on
all the existing sources for assistance - the University for
in-service training courses; the Industrial Arts Department,
the Fine Arts Department, etc., within the University and school
systems, to achieve the desired objectives. He will be per-
sonally responsible to the superintendent and will act in an ad-
visory capacity in the schools. When the progratnme will reach
full development, certain of these functions will be eventually
transferred to teachers and other administrators.
The superintendent and committee having selected the
director will then outline the duties and responsibilities of
the director. From the survey of the central systems of Greater
Boston these duties of the audio-visual director were found to
be planning functions, operating functions, and public relations
functions. In view of the contributions from the directors of
these departments, for Lahore -
The Planning Functions will be:
1. Organisation of the routine work and general su-
pervision of the department and office;
2. Responsibility for planning, preparing and spend-
ing the budget;
3. Knowledge of the source of materials and equip-
ment ;
.
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4. Interviews and conferences with individual teach-
ers, groups of teachers, principals, and super-
visors for the securing and the use of materials;
5. Selection, evaluation and purchase of all types of
materials prior to purchase, and during regular
use after purchase, for all the curriculum subject
areas in all the grade levels;
6. Planning faculty meetings and providing demonstra-
tions of a working knowledge of effective and
time-saving utilisation of audio-visual devices
and methods
;
7. Preparation and circulation of a catalogue of
available materials for curriculum areas for all
grade levels;
8. Providing other informational materials. Includ-
ing the teacher’s guide, bibliographies, bulle-
tins, maps, charts, news column;
9. Planning with the teachers the integration of
these materials into the units of the curriculum
subjects
;
10. Planning with the teachers the correlation of
these aids v/ith other teaching materials
>
11. Planning the promotion of the optimimi use of all
audio-visual materials available;
12. Planning the organisation and guidance of the ac-
tivities of the audio-visual teacher-assistant
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or co-ordinator in each school;
13. Participation and development of a sound back-
ground in curriculum planning and revision;
14. Planning ahead in general to the full development
of the department when certain of these functions
will eventually be transferred to teachers and
other administrators.
The Operating Functions -will be;
1. Responsibility for advising for alterations or the
equipping of existing buildings;
2. Responsibility for advising on the construction
of new buildings in view of the needs of audio-
visual programmes;
3. The purchase of materials and other equipment as
machines, etc;
4. Effective distribution, booking, packing, shipping
receiving of the materials and equipment procured,
to all the schools, the community;
5. Responsibility for the training of the teachers,
and the students in the operation of all the ma-
chines, etc;
6. Responsibility for storage, repair and maintenance
of all the equipment and materials of the depart-
ment ;
7. Preparation of cabalogues of equipment in the
schools and the central office - guides to enable
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teachers and students to find them;
8. Evaluation of the methods of the use of aids and
how they can be more effective;




Training of student operations in the production
of nev; materials of local interest.
The Public Relations will be:
1. Interpretation of audio-visual education to the
Board of Education, the superintendent of schools;
2. Interpretation of the school to the community
through provision for, and participation in com-
munity-wide utilisation of the audio-visual ma-
terials at civic organisations, social club meet-
ings, parent-teachers’ associations, etc;
3. Interpretation of audio-visual education to the
town through local production of instructional
materials - slides, photographs, films, etc., of
school activities, pupil growth, local scenes and
experiences for the child and his interests;
4. Interpretation of audio-visual education to the
community, the staff and the pupils through pre-
paration of pictorial annual reports, weekly re-
ports and pictures in local papers, radio pro-
grammes, recordings, reports for superior officers;
5. Interpretation of audio-visual education to the
i/v •
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community by informing producers of the needs of
audio-visual materials in the subject matter areas
of the various grade levels; in equipment; to
enable vertical and horizontal integration.
The emphasis will be placed upon v/hat the audio-visual
programme is doing for the child through the classroom, the
school, and the community.
Distances are great between the schools in Lahore.
Communications are Inadequate and slow. Dependence on the di-
rector entirely for the supply and training for each school from
a great distance every day raises a serious problem. As in the
central systems of Greater Boston, the problem will be solved
by the appointment of an assi stant -teacher in each school.
These assistants with the director will form the audio-visual
committee of the department.
1. To insure prompt service an assistant-director,
chosen by a committee made up of the superin-
tendent, the principal of the school concerned
and the director, should be selected and re-
ceive special training.
2. The members of the committee shall familiarise
themselves with the problems peculiar to their
building and present them at the periodic meet-
ings of the group.
3. They will be responsible for the co-ordination
of the central department with the individual
schools .
^
In Lahore, the appointed teacher-assistants or co-
ordinators in each school will provide prompt service, adequate
1 McKenna, o£. cit., pp. 95-97.
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attention and promotion of the department in their respective
schools. These assistants will form a committee and co-ordinate
the entire system. It will assist the director in all of the
planning, the operating and the public relations functions of
the central and individual school system.
In Table I, for some systems surveyed, those serving
schools with a high enrollment of pupils additional staff and
student assistance was provided the director in the services of
a
:
1. Part-time or a full-time secretary for filing,
book-keeping, making of reports; booking and
checking; shipping and receiving of materials and
equipment; assembling of bulletins and duplicat-
ing of materials;
2. Student operators club and student librarians
club for the care, repair, and operation, the
training, supervision and carrying of equipment
to the projection rooms, etc;
3. Custodian for operating, mending and distributing
of materials.
This v/as found practical and valuable to the school
and the students. In the schools of La'nore, the part-time ser-
vices of the secretary, the students and the custodian will be
secured to aid the director and give him time for planning and
supervision; operating and public relations functions. ?i/hen
and if necessary, all personnel will be chosen for their aptit\adl
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for their type of work, in experience in teaching; in super-
vision; in administration; in clerical and in mechanical work.
7^here this is lacking, as it is possible it will be in Lahore,
an attempt to provide a sound background in curriculum planning;
to give* a broad practical experience in the utilisation of audio
visual materials, and to establish a working knowledge of audio-
visual equipment, will be made.
Equipment
The Inventory of equipment, as shown in Table II, of
some of the well-established systems of Greater Boston revealed
that considerable instruction was given through the medium of
audio-visual aids in the schools served by these departments.
Though many teaching aids were available to the classroom teach-
ers, there were many additional items still needed. In the
intervlev/ with the directors, it was discovered that the library
of materials and equipment had been built up gradually as fi-
nances would permit from year to year. The first task after
the appointment of a director and the outlining of his duties
was the adequate equipping of all schools of the necessary equip
ment and materials.
This will be an extremely expensive proposition for
schools in Lahore. They have very little, if any, equipment.
The circulation of equipment by the central system, as a compro-
mise measure for a tide-over period, will be established.
Schools in Lahore will be required to discover and inventory all
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TABLE IIU). EQUIPMENT INVENTORY OP
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPARTMENT
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TABLE 11(b). EQUIPMSOT INVENTORY OF
AUDIO -VISUAL DEPARTMENT
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available teaching aids in their schools. They will submit the
inventory and materials to the central system at Forman College,
These materials and equipment will be repaired if necessary.
Any financial aid from the schools will be used for repair and
rentals of materials and equipment from the State College, the
Film and Text Company, and Forman College. These materials and
equipment will be made available for immediate use in all the
schools
.
As found in some of the central systems surveyed, the
available materials and equipment v/ill be catalogued in 6ur
Exchange Catalogue. Each school building teacher-assistant
will receive copies of Our Exchange Catalogue for the teachers
of his school building. Some of these catalogues will be placed
in the school libraries. There will be a special page inserted
in this catalogue for listing the possible subject topics and
units to be studied in each quarter. For listing of other aids
desired not catalogued, and the name and address of the outside
source; for listing the catalogue number and complete title of
available materials in the central system and the several dates
acceptable for their use - this information will be placed by
the teacher-assistant on an order form supplied him for this
purpose from the central department at Forman College.
Since material and equipment is so scarce, a period
of at least two weeks will be allowed between a desired date
and an alternate date acceptable for a given aid. If the aid
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for a nearer date. It will permit time for preview and audition
prior to use. It will give opportunity for further showings.
The director will encourage each school to gradually,
over the years, purchase their own equipment as additional
needed equipment becomes a necessity. During the first phase
of the establishing of the department, the budget allotted
will be needed for repair, maintenance and rentals of materials
and equipment. As a beginning, the most urgent need will be
the 2" X 2*’ slide projector and record player for each school.
Next, the cameras and film projectors; then the tape recorder
and finally, the rest of the equipment necessary for each
school, subject to its local needs.
Each year each school v;ill buy a film and a few film
strips and slides. These will be purchased in relation to fre-
quency of use by the schools; the extent of demand by the
schools as related to the educational objectives of the specific
units of study in the various subjects of the curriculum; in
relation to the effectiveness of use over a long period of time;
and in relation to source and availability.
This equipment and material will be catalogued in Our
Exchange Catalogue and v^ill be circulated to the other schools
on request. Y/herever possible, additional films, filmstrips,
slides, etc., will be rented or secured on a loan basis from
the State University, the Text and Film Co., the British Film
Agencies. Through the co-operation of the Lahore radio station,
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procured on a loan basis. Whenever possible, local facilities
will be used for the production of special filmstrips, slides
and recordings
.
Our Exchange Catalogue of films, filmstrips, slides,
recordings, machines, etc., will be necessary only till each
school has adequate audio-visual equipment and materials of
its own in terms of its local needs and interests. I'he director
will be planning ahead to the day when the service unit, main-
tained in the individual school, will supply the simpler aids.
The central system at Forman College will continue to provide
for circulation on a rental basis only those materials for vhihh
the demand in the individual schools is not large enough to
warrant its purchase but for which there does exist a need in
some schools.
The system of selection and purchase adopted by most
schools surveyed will be used. All audiovisual materials and
equipment will be previewed, auditioned and appraised before
selection and purchase by the teachers, students and members
of the superintendent's staff, who will cooperate in this acti-
vity. Each month a selected list of materials and equipment,
if any, will be previev/ed and appraised. This list will in-
clude films, filmstrips, recordings, slides and equipment that
J^ibraries, Film Companies and teachers have found highly accep-
table to teachers for use in units of study as related to the
curriculum subject areas.
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brief one-page plan around the desired audio-visual aid to the
teacher-assistant. He will catalogue this need and the audio-
visual committee will explore the possibilities for buying or
renting, or supplementing with local production for this need.
The teachers, students and members of the audio-visual committee
will be required to preview, audition and appraise these aids
in view of the purpose, the grade level, and the unit of work as
submitted in the one-page plan by the teacher.
Physical Facilities
At the central systems for the schools of Greater
Boston, as shown in Table III, various physical facilities for
a central storage depot and workshop for the audio-visual pro-
gramme were provided. These systems offered facilities for pre-
viewing and evaluating of films and other aids; of storage, re-
pair, and distribution of materials and equipment; of arranging
for in-service demonstrations and conferences; and for the pro-
duction of new materials.
A few systems had sufficient space to cope with the
present and the future needs of the department. They had a
complete set-up of;
1. an office for the director, teacher-assistant and
secretary,
2. a workroom for the maintenance and repair of ma-
terials and equipment; for the producing of new
materials; for storage in lockers, cabinets, clo-
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TABL3 III. PHYSICAL FACILniES
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permanent and otherwise,
3. a projection or preview room large enough for con-
ferences with individual teachers, with groups
of teachers, with supervisors, with building co-
ordinators in the system and with the students.
In a few systems, sections in a large, unused class-
room in one of the schools having a central location, was por-
tioned off as office, working-room and library, and preview
room of the central system.
In one school, the preview room, the working and
storage and office centred around the office and laboratory of
the science department. In yet another system, the above ar-
rangements were in a section of the auditoriu^m. In one other,
the complete system was attached to the school library. Di-
rectors of all the systems were of the opinion that to receive
maximum value for the money spent, great care should be given
all audio-visual maberials. Provision for careful storage and
working space; for previewing and evaluation; for conferences
and Interviews; was essential.
To assure adequate physical facilities for the audio-
visual programme in Lahore the buildings will be modified to
provide the necessary physical accommodations for office, work-
ing room and library, and preview room. The rooms number 15 and
16 of the Department of Physics, Forman College, can be made
available. These will be distinctly desirable, as the workshop
is across bhe corridor and bhe technician will be available for
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maintenance and repair. The rooms are 16 feet by 14 feet and
have been used as offices. The modification will be financed
by financial aid together from the Board of Foreign Missions
and the State Treasury grant-in-aid.
Closets of sufficient depth and height to provide for
adequate storage space will be built in Room 15. The room will
be used as a workroom for repair, distribution and production
of new materials. Booking, shipping and receiving will be done
in this room.
Room 16 will be used as a preview room, conference
room and office room for the director, his teacher-assistant and
his secretary. It will be adequately equipped with electrical
outlets; ventilating and darkening facilities; projection fa-
cilities; and a desk and chairs for interviews and conferences.
The survey of the school buildings served by these
central systems revealed that most schools have a projection
classroom seating from fifty to seventy-five pupils in each
building. These projection rooms were provided with shades for
iarkenlng the room, with electrical outlets, ventilation facili-
bies, heating facilities and controllable acoustics. All of
them had built-in screens and platforms equipped with projection
apparatus, wall blackboards, etc. A student operator was as-
signed to the room during each period of the day.
In a few of these schools additional vacant classrooms
and science laboratories for each period were located and
slotted. A projector and a student operator were assigned to
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the vacant rooms for the further use of teaching aids in the
school
.
In three of the schools the projector and materials
was brought into the classroom by the assigned projectionist,
the room hurriedly darkened by the students and the picture
shown. This was the regular practice. In the other schools,
this was done when the projection room and the assembly hall
were not available.
The assembly halls were used only for very large
group showings. If the projection room and vacant classrooms
were nob available, the auditorium was used.
t'or the schools in Lahore, the ideal will be to equip
each classroom with electrical outlets, ventilation, darkening
facilities, controllable acoustics and adequate seating space,
screens and projection equipment. This will be too expensive.
Until we can achieve that ideal, and because materi-
als and equipment will be limited, we will modify and equip
one classroom in each building and later one classroom for each
section or subject area. Through the Interest of the principal,
the appropriation from the maintenance department of the school
and the co-operation of the Industrial Arts Department, this
will be achieved. Roller curtains, permanent screens, conveni-
ent switches, electrical outlets, good seating arrangements,
lockers for films and supplies and other features will be pro-
vided. This arrangement will be temporary, as it will mean an
unnatural setting for showings, insufficient time for discussior
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and review, and possible limited showings for the class.
The room selected for the temporary projection room
will be selected for its adaptability. It will be available
to all the classes. Basic and frequently needed materials as
slides, filmstrips, recordings, pictures, etc. will be stored
in this room.
To safeguard against the possible disturbance of other
classes in session and an atmosphere of entertainment for the
children, we will train our children to use the projection room
as another laboratory. We will require the children to take
their pencils, their notebooks and their guidesheets with them
to the projection room. In the morning we will warn the class
of a showing and thus reduce the novelty and secure their co-
operation for study, quiet and order.
To maintain a proper balance between room and screen
illuminations before and during projection, special considera-
tion will be given to the size of the picture and of the pic-
ture in relation to the room available. This will be controlled
by the Illumination in the projector and the darkening facili-
ties of the room.
holler shades are used in the schools to keep out the
glare and heat in the hot summer months. These will be rein-
forced with dark cloth curtains to provide sufficient darkening
facilities
.
The screen for the projection room will be a permanent
beaded screen for a picture 3^ feet by 4 feet. A portable one
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on a tripod for use in vacant classrooms or the regular class-
rooms will be made available.
Electric fans - both ceiling and table - are provided
in the classrooms of the schools in Lahore and these will pro-
vide ventilation when the room is darkened.
A table and stand for the projector and supplies will
be provided as permanent equipment in the projection room.
All electrical fittings will be checked and base
plugs, one in the front and one in the rear, will be installed.
Replacement parts, extension cords and repair materials will be
kept in stock.
In-Service Training of Teachers
v'^en classroom teachers and subject matter super-
vision will be sufficiently experienced in selection,
utilisation and evaluation of audie-visual materials
through pre-service and in-service training, so that
the audio-visual programme can be self -directed,
1
the director of audio-visual aids will have succeeded in his
task
.
The data drawn from the survey of the central system
of Boston, as shown in Table IV, disclosed the need for teach-
ers to become more familiar v;ith the value, use and operation
of audio-visual materials. Many new techniques of teaching
with audio-visual aids, had been accepted by some teachers and
Ignored by others. The true v/orth of audio-visual materials
1 Godfrey M. Elliott, Film and Education . Philoso-
phical Library, New York. p. 476.
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and techniques is realised only when used for a definite purpose
and with careful integration.
Thornton presents the situation thus: ”We can present
little progress until teachers have become convinced of the
value of these aids, have some knowledge of the best methods
for their use, and have some standards by which tomeasure
their effectiveness.”^
Laine comments; "No matter how excellent a particular
film may be, its value to the class rests almost entirely with
the classroom teachers."^
In some schools surveyed, all the teachers were audio-
visual conscious and were using the aids available. In a few
schools, only a few were using these aids. It was felt that
most teachers were keen to find new means for Imparting under-
standing to pupils; that if teachers could be convinced of the
value of these materials and methods they would use them more
readily; that training of teachers either in pre-service or
in-service was most essential and must be planned by the di-
rector.
For the content of a course for an active in-service
training of teachers, McKenna recommends a three-fold purpose;
1. "It should justify the use of teaching aids by
an analysis of the literature and by demonstration
1 D.C. Thornton, ^A'hy a DepH. of Visual education .
The Educational Screen, 15:46, February, 1933.
2 Elizabeth Laine; Motion Pictures and Radio . Modern
Techniques for Education, 1938. p. 74.
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lessons taught by the director.”^
Some in the list of books and periodicals proposed
by him were used by the school systems surveyed
and will be used for the in-service training
course offered by the central system at Forman
College
:
Brunstetter, M.F Kow to Use the Educational
Sound Film. Chicago : The University of Chi-
cago Press, 1937. 174 pp.
Dale, idgar and others. Motion Pictures in Educa -
tion . New York: The Wilson Company,
1938 . 472 pp.
Devereux, Frederick L, The Educational Talking
Picture . Chicago : The University of Chicago
Press, 1933. 222 pp.
Dorris, Anna Verona, Visual Instruction in the
Public Schools. Binn and Company, 1928
.
477 pp.
Freeman, Prank N., editor. Visual gducation .
Chicago; The University of Chicago Press,
1933. 391 pp
.
Ho ban, Charles P., Jr., Focus on Learning . W'ash-
Ington, D.C; American Council on Education,
1942. 172 pp.
Hoban, Charles F., Charles F. Eoban, Jr., and
Samuel B. Zisman, Visualising the Curriculum
.
New York: The Gordon Company, 1937 . 300 pp.
McKov/n, Harry C. and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visu -
al Aids to Instruction . Nev/ Y’ork : McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940. 385 pp.
R.ulon, Phillip Justin, The Sound Motion Picture
in Science Teaching . Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1933. 233 pp.
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Wise, Harry Arthur, Motion Pictures as an Aid in
Teaching; Histor^ J^iew Haven; The Yale iJni-
versity Press, 1939. 187 pp.
he periodicals to be made available are:
The Educational Screen
See and Hear
’’Criteria for the selection and evaluation of
teaching should be determined:”^
With the aid of Our Exchange Catalogue Education-
al Guides to free films, periodicals, etc., meth-
ods and subject matter courses for teachers, in
the use of audio-visual materials as well as
techniques and their selection and evaluation will
be provided. As in the schools surveyed, evalua-
tion forms will be used to discover the general
educational worth of the materials in terms of
educational objectives, and the specific instruc-
tions pertinent to a situation in the life of a
child.
The criteria will apply to the grade levels;
the curriculum areas; the objectives for which
the material is suited; the authenticity and valid
ity of the material presented; the effectiveness
of organisation and presentation; the bias of the
content; and the technical quality of the material
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In the specific situation, the teacher will
he required to evaluate the adaptability and rela-
tivity of the material to the pupil’s age, grade
level, interests, problems, readiness to learn,
objectives, and his rate of growth.
By means of supervision of activities and re-
ports of shov/ings, the teacher will evaluate the
possibilities of the method of use. Effective
educational methodology for optimum presentation
and follow-up activities as so used by the school
systems surveyed will be tried,
d. "The technical and mechanical skills essential in
the intelligent use of these devices should be
taught
Demonstrations v/ithin the school system and
at the central office for training in the technic-
al and mechanical skills similar to those used
in the schools surveyed will be held.
The basic training, as given in all the
schools surveyed, in the technical and mechanical
skills, will be in the assembling of equipment;
the positioning of machines for the proper size on
the screen; the cleaning of equipment; the adjust-
ing of controls; the threading of films; the fo-
cusing of lens; inspection for damage; splicing;
1 Ibid
., p. 102.
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rewinding; oiling the machines; and disassembling
equipment and packing it when necessary.
The director will plan a schedule for meet-
ings for this course in the school v;here the
teachers are at work. The meetings will be over
a period of three months, held once every week,
after school is over. Attendance will be option-
al. T‘or those requesting it, personal instructior
will be given at the central office. A schedule
of hours, at which time teachers can interview
the director, will be planned. Teachers will be
encouraged to avail themselves of every training
opportunity that may present itself.
A library of books, periodicals, other publi-
cations and Our Exchange Catalogue will be main-
tained in each school library and at the central
system. A lisL of these and other references wil2
be included in Our Exchange Catalogue,
The purpose of the Catalogue is to present
information to all teachers in regard to what
aids are available; hov/ these aids may be pro-
cured; what equipment is available, where it is
available and how it must be operated; to dis-
cover the needs of the various departments througl
the special sheet . Catalogues are the best way
to acquaint teachers with audio-visual material
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and equipment, if they are to he widely and effec-
tively used. VJith the Catalogue available on the
desk of every teacher, there need be no mistake
in use, no neglect of use, and no drag in the pro-
motion of the use of audio-visual methods.
Other literature - the teacher’s guide.
Ordering and evaluating cards, reports after
use of materials will be sent out with the aids,
xhese will be completely filled out and returned
immediately after usage of aids. No more than
one class will be permitted to see the aids at one
time unless other previous arrangements have been
made with the director. Special infomation will
be issued in the weekly newscolumn of the local
paper and regular information in the monthly bulle
tin, which will be issued, through the teacher-
assistant in the school building, to each teacher.
Promotional Activities
Handling the mechanics of distribution is the
merest fraction of the duties to be discharged. Ad-
visory or supervisory functions do not complete the
picture. Leadership, implemented with the best tools
of salesmanship, is essential at this stage of the
visual education movement. Public relations is just
as much the concern of the director as selection and
purchase of visual materials.
As shown in Table IV (b), the development of a visual
sducational programme in the school systems of boston was found
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TABLE IV (b). PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMME
Part 1.























Be Imont X X X X X X X
Chelsea X X X X
Dedham X X X X X




Natick X X X X X X X
Needham X X X
Newton X X X X X X X
Pawtucket X X X X X X X
Quincy X X X
Revere X X X X
Rockland X X
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TABLE IV (b). PROMOTIONAL PROORAiylME
Part 2.

















Chelsea X X X X
Dedham X X X X
Gardner X X X X X
Lynn X X ^
1
Natick X X X X
Needham X X X X X
Newton X X X X X
Pawtucket X X X X
Quincy X X X







by the staff, the pupils and the coxiiinunity was to be successful
in the administration of the department. It was found that in
the schools where the teachers were sold to the idea of the in-
creased use of audio-visual aids the programme was made. The
pupils were Interested, helpful and co-operative in the manipu-
lation of the mechanics and the production of new materials.
The conLnunity was conscious of this interest and the enriched
environment of the children in the school. It was able through
various organisations to recommend greater emphasis of the use
of these aids in the school.
In Lahore, to encourage the teachers to use these aids
teachers' meetings, demonstrations, exhibits and conferences
will be held. Brief in-service training courses will be pro-
vided. Publications, the catalogue, the monthly bulletin, the
teacher's guide, the evaluation and order forms, reports and
periodicals will be sent to each teacher. Columns in the local
papers, reports and lectures and programmes to be broadcast will
be announced.
The pupils will be invited to organise at first the
operators club. From those interested and v/illing to lend a
hand, a selection of two, at least, from each grade level, for
the first year of operations will be made. All of them will be
trained to handle the projector or projectors. Later the duties
will be divided. The seniors will be given the projection work
in the school. The juniors will be given the care of the equip-
ment. The sophomores v;ill be given the cars of the films and
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materials. The freshmen will be given the errand -running and
other odd jobs. Each year recruits will be added from the new
fresjriman class.
These student operators will be required to attend
meetings of the audio-visual committee, to read the bulletin,
news column, reports, and such literature. They will be re-
quired to meet each morning before classes to discuss with the
director their duties and appointments for the day. When a
student's conduct, his operating and handling of equipment, his
projection and supervision is satisfactory to the director, he
will receive due credit and a certificate to that effect.
When this has been established, students will be in-
vited to organise a photographic club and a news bulletin of
student activities in physical education, in the school govern-
ment, in the lunch room or the canteen.
Student work: models, photographs, slides and films
of local interest vi/ill be on exhibit for the school from time
to time. Murals and posters will be put up in the classrooms.
Whenever possible these will be Incorporated into the units of
work taught in any of the subject areas in the classrooms.
The community interest v/111 be secured by pictorial
annual reports of the school work; by a weekly colUiiin in the
local paper; by announcing radio broadcasts by the school chil-
dren; by exhibits of materials made by the children for the
parents and the public; by making speeches, giving demonstration
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groups, social clubs, parent-teacher associations, and the edu-
cational board meeting.
The director, the supervisory staff and the super-
intendent will be constantly on the alert for opportunities to
provide knov;ledge and understanding, to guide teachers, stu-
dents and people in the community in the value and purposeful
use of audio-visual materials.
The Financial Aspect
The American Council on Education recommends that one
per cent of the annual per pupil cost be considered as minimum
operating budget for an audio-visual programme. When a pro-
gramme is being started, initial equipment costs will be added
to this amount.
In school systems of Greater Boston surveyed, as seen
in Table V, the audio-visual budget resolved itself into de-
tailed lists of items under the headings of salaries of person-
nel; equipment and materials both purchased and rented; distri-
bution of materials and equipment to the schools; maintenance
and repair; local production, if any, and publications.
In all schools surveyed in Greater Boston, Table V,
the personnel was on regular staff salary and paid from the
general school fund. The budget for the audio-visual depart-
ment was made toward the equipment. In four of the systems all
equipment, maintenance and repair, distribution and other ex-
penditures were charged to the budget for general instruction.
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TABLE V. FINANCIAL ASPECTS
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Many schools had parent groups contribute substantial
ainounts for extra equipment that was used for the benefit of
the pupils. Some schools had generous benefactors establish the
department. But all the school systems felt that the School
Board should provide sufficient funds for the expenses of the
department
.
In estimating the budget for the schools in Lahore to
be serviced by the central system at Forman College, a survey
of equipment and materials and other audio-visual property will
be made to determine what is available. The initial costs of
equipment will be met by contributions from the Council of
Churches, the Board of Foreign i^^issions and a grant in aid from
the State Department of Education, The regular budget for the
department v^ill depend largely upon the good utilisation of the
audio-visual programme. That will be a significant measure of
justification for increasing the funds.
The director will present a long term plan in terms
of a fair appropriation for the contribution of the aids to the
total educational programme as a regular financial support.
This will mean continual financial aid for personnel, equipment,
maintenance and for equipping of buildings.
Yi/ith financial aid on teacher salary appropriation,
on additional purchases for other departments in their special-
ised fields, and on equipping buildings from the maintenance
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staff; purchase of material; purchase of equipment and mainte-
nance of equipment; and equipping and modifying of buildings.
Distribution, Maintenance and Repair
In Table VI, when the requests for audio-visual ma-
terials reached the central departments, audio-visual materials
were in some instances sent out by mail, in others, they were
delivered every day by the janitor, and in an emergency were de-
livered by the director with the help of students. Each day or
at the beginning of the week, the materials were delivered to
the teacher-assistant in the school building. At the end of
the day or the week, they were collected by the same person.
A regular delivery service was found most essential
by the directors of all the systems. A service planned for the
convenience of the teachers using the aids was the goal. To
facilitate efficient distribution of materials, booking was made
in advance and distribution on a weekly basis, except in cases
of emergency. Repair and maintenance of equipment was the job
of the director except when the repairs were major. They were
sent to a reliable firm in the tov/n.
All schools had regular forms for order, booking,
mailing, receiving and returning. The order form was given to
the teacher-assistant in each building. These were received by
the central system where the booking was made by the secretary.
The receiving form was checked when the material was returned.
In the schools in Lahore each school will make itw own
order through the teacher-assistant in the school. When these
5a
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TABLE VI. DISTRIBUTION, MAINTENANCE,
REPAIRS
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requests rrom the school will reach the central department they
will be entered on master forms, fhere will be one master form
for each day of the year. The catalogue number of each desired
item will be written into the blocks on the master form for the
day and month on which the item is desired. Spot dates will be
discouraged. Advanced booking of a month, but preferably a
longer period, will be considered best and encouraged. The
first order in its booking file, on the date booking begins,
will receive first attention.
ilvery morning the college bus calls for people and
materials going into town. This bus will take to Lahore and de-
liver to the schools the audio-visual materials for the day.
On its trip back to -Forman College from Lahore, it will collect
the films and other aids ready to be returned to the central
department. The part-time secretary will do all the clerical
work, the booking, the mailing, the receiving and checking of
materials. He will inspect and mend films and prepare shipments
As in the schools surveyed, the maintenance and repair
will be done by the director. When the repairs are major ones,
the technician from the Physics workshop will take over. A
supply of the spare parts will be stocked at the central office.
7/henever possible, a substitute will be provided during the pe-
riod the school’s equipment is unusable and out for repair. Ma-
’chines are very scarce in India and very expensive to buy.
Every effort will be made to keep the prograinme uninterrupted.
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Outlook for the Future
It cannot be denied that the future holds greet pro-
mise for the use of audio-visual aids in India. Government is
alert to the need for mass education. The education of our
masses v/111 be partly the solution to our numerous problems.
Observation of the use of audie-visual aids in all
phases of life in America, Canada, Great Britain and others in-
dicates that these aids have a hold on the thought and action
of the people in the world today. Millions of men, during the
war, through vicarious experiences became skilled, better ori-
ented and adjusted and consequently more effective individuals.
They came to lead the way for education during the war; they
have come to stay to lead today; they v/lll serve to lead the
way in the years to come.
It must follov/ that in India:
All schools will have complete departments of audio-
visual instruction.
Audio-visual instruction will speed and vitalise
public education.
Audio-visual aids will be a source of Intellectual
development and social inspiration to the country.
Audio-visual aids will develop competency of teachers
in educational objectives and methods.
Audio-visual aids will develop the use of local con-
ditions and productions.
Audio-visual aids will link up the world with the
' r
r'
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school through the industry, the welfare and the life of the
community, thus making the school a social situation.
Audio-visual aids will increase public interest and
approximate financial support.
Audio-visual aids will develop better equipment and
materials
.
Audio-visual aids will enable education for all those
in schools and those outside of schools, the young and the old;
the poor and the rich; the well and the sick.
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APPENDIX
The Questionnaire used in the survey of the well-
established departments of audio-visual eduction in Greater Bos-
ton.
Where necessary put an ”x” for a positive answer.
Where necessary leave blank for a negative ansv/er.
1. Personnel
Name of School System
Address of School System
Size of School System








Do you have a
:
16 ram. sound projector to every 200 students?
film strip projector to every 200 students?

Do you have: (for each 200 students)
A 2 X 2 slide projector?
A 3 X 3-4 slide projector?
A set of stereoscopes?
An opaque projector?
A table radio?
A 2-speed 16" phonograph?
A microphone?





A fublic Address system?







The physical facilities of an a.v. dep’t?
A projection room in each building?
A projection room in each section?__
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Space for a film library?
Space for a library of slides?
Space for projection equipment?
Space for flat pictures?
Space for spare parts, etc?
Do you have a Preview room:
For the evaluation of films?
For the selection of films?
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4. In-Service and promotional Activities






Local and regional conferences?
Do you issue:
Publications for the teachers?
A catalogue of materials?
Explanatory materials with aids?
Bibliographies of teaching aids?
A monthly bulletin or letter?
Whet are the services rendered by the department:
Supervision of audio-visual activities
Organisation of student -operating clubs
Maintenance of a library of books and periodicals
Systeraising the work with forms, etc.
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Do you prepare programmes for:
The School Board?
The P.T.A?













Purchase of new equipment?
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6. Distribution, Maintenance and f^epair









Orders for materials are made;
On the spot?
A week in advance?
A month in advance?
A semester in advance?
A year in advance?




V/hat are some of the problems encountered?
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